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Amelia Perrin speaks about her Tourette's tics ahead of Scarlett Moffatt’s debut documentary on Channel 4 - Britain’s Tourette’s Mystery ...
Mum's battle with 'exhausting' tics from incurable disease - 'it's like holding in a sneeze'
The Peruvian Supreme Court upheld on July 14 the decision of a lower court to allow Ana Estrada, who suffers from polymyositis, to put an end to her life through euthanasia.
Peruvian Archbishop Says There Is No Right to Euthanasia: ‘It’s a Crime’
When you google synonyms for “euthanasia”, the words “putting out of misery” pop up on Thesaurus.com. Should one be allowed to free another from the miseries that corrupt their world?
The complex reality of the E-word
Want the latest news from Swansea sent straight to your inbox? A woman who has just 9% function in one of her kidneys due to a hereditary kidney disease wants to raise awareness on the incurable ...
'People think I'm pregnant but I've got a hereditary disease which has left my kidney functioning at 9%'
"I had to leave my beloved private chef job as I could no longer ... the disease in his own body, Parlier is well aware that Lyme remains shrouded in mystery and complexity. "There's a difference ...
Despite lifetime spent with incurable disease, Erin Meyers believes 'healing is possible'
"Friedreich's Ataxia" is a rare, as yet incurable disease of the brain ... other serious health impairments. To date, there are no cures for these diseases, which represent an enormous burden ...
Rare motor disorder: International study investigates living situation of people with Friedreich’s Ataxia
Variants of at least 20 different genes have been closely linked to the development of Parkinson's disease, but scientists are still investigating how exactly they cause the severe and incurable ...
Scientists zero in on genetic causes of Parkinson's
Near the corner of busy Santa Monica Boulevard and Corinth Avenue, underneath lines of skinny palm trees and against an almost perpetually bright-blue sky, a hot pink billboard declared: Hot girls ...
From social media to pink billboards, it’s suddenly ‘hot’ to discuss gut diseases
A new mum who was given the agonising news she had incurable cancer just two months after the birth of her son has been told she is now clear of active disease ... we both had no idea what ...
New mum diagnosed with 'incurable' breast cancer now clear of disease
Patrick Ijewere is a co-founder, Carib Health, which focuses on wellness based on the use of herbs, nutrition, conventional medicine and unconventional ...
Why Nigerian universities must begin to teach African herbs, plants, by Ijewere
They’re not saying that the groundbreaking research to save endangered populations of wild belugas is happening in the ocean, not in concrete tanks that are the backdrop of selfies during family ...
Opinion: Who are belugas? The answer is in the wild
Her three sons are all suffering from a condition called Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), a progressive neuromuscular disease which destroys ... They received no funding from the State, and ...
‘Archie is in the trenches but he needs a miracle now,’ says mum of Irish teen battling incurable muscular disease
The parents of three boys from Co Roscommon with an incurable muscle-wasting disease have announced the death of their “adored” eldest son. Archie Naughton (16) was diagnosed with Duchenne Muscular ...
Parents of boy with genetic muscle disease announce death of ‘adored’ son
A teenager will brave the shave this month for charity as her mum battles incurable blood cancer ... was diagnosed with the disease back in 2017. “Right now there is no cure for this cancer,” said ...
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